
Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Three-phase induction motors, the workhorse of the industry~ and can be classified into two 
main groups based on their rotor construction as wound rotor induction motors (WRIM) 
and squirrel cage induction motors. Applications like Mills, Large Fans, Pumps, Blowers, 
Crushers and Overhead Cranes, which require higher sta1iing torques, use WRIM to have a 
lower inrush current at the stator. Generally the WRIM requires more maintenance than the 
squirrel cage motor depending on its rotor construction, slip ring assembly and the starting 
method used. 
Varying the external resistance connected to the rotor circuit via slip rings from a 
maximum value to zero while the rotor accelerates towards full speed normally docs 
starting of a WRIM. This is done in a stepwise manner with a motorized camshaft with 
contact points or with a set of power contactors and timers having a suitable time delay 
between adjacent steps. 
The operation of this traditional starter is highly mechanical and can cause lot of startup 
delays. lt is bulky and requires frequent maintenance. To ensure right operation of rotor 
resistance control, the motor control circuit incorporates several additional measures and 
these arc too prone to failures due to their own nature. Sensing of extemal rotor resistance 
min-max positions is very imp01iant to ensure the right operation of the motor starter. Due 
to high heat dissipation in the resistors the number of consecutive startups during a short 
time period is also limited. 
Major disadvantage of a traditional starter is that the rotor speed, due to step-wise changes 
of the external rotor resistance, is highly dependent on load torque and the speed control 
capabi I i ty of the motor is not up to the satisfactory level. 
Altogether, stator current fluctuations when changing rotor resistance, unavailability of 
smooth speed increase, high dependence of speed variation on load torque, requirement of 
Crcquent maintenance for starter circuit and frequent starter failures during startups arc the 
main disadvantages of the traditional external rotor resistance starter. 
The power electronics starter proposed here can replace the traditional starter and provide 
the advantages of step-less smooth speed increase, programmable torque-speed 
characteristics, less maintenance and a higher reliability. 

1.1 Background: 
Application of WRIMs for large industries is very high and can see in Cement 
Manufacturing Industry very often. It uses for crushing raw material, material grinding 
\\ ith ball mills, material transporting with fuller pumps, and for with large centrifugal fans 
and with gantry cranes. We can see WRIM in Puttalam cement Plant from 11 k W to 



l.\45kW and the operating voltages are 415V for smaller capacity motors and 3.3kV for 
large capacity motors. For any industry, availability and reliability of a machine is very 
important. We have experienced considerable startup delays with the conventional starters 
of \VRIM due to its electromechanical nature. Replacing a conventional starter with a VFD 
is not feasible always, specially when there is no process requirement for variable speeds. 

1.2 :\lotivation: 
.\s conventional starters require a higher number of maintenance routines and time taken to 
diagnose and rectify if any problem occurs is very high. Therefore finding and alternative 
starting method for WRIMs with the use of Power Electronics would be great. Basic idea 
of developing a concept or a power electronics design here is to replace the conventional 
starter by a Power Electronics Device with a higher duty and reliability. 

1.3 Operation of WRIM with a Rotor Resistance Starter: 
Cieneral practice with WRIMs is to have an external rotor resistance starter and vary the 
external resistance by steps. Figure 1.1 shows the behavior of starting current and torque 
de\ elopment of the rotor with respect to the rotor speed. The advantage of WRIM with 
cxtemal starter over a squirrel cage motor is to have a higher starting torque at a low 

-;tarti ng current. [ 1] 
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1.-t Typical Nameplate data of WRIMs: 
!·or the design and construction of the Power Electronics Starter, it is a must to select a 
\\'RIM at a feasible size as an initiative. For that purpose nameplate data collection has 
done with available motors. The table 1.1 shows below the nameplate data of WRIMs. In 
,tddition to the nameplate of a squirrel cage motor, rotor voltage and current are given. 
fhese two are the most important parameters, one should know for launching the design of 
1he power electronics starter. For the experimental purposes, an 11 kW WRIM has been 
-;elected, and all the design, simulations and practical constructions and all the tests have 
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been done with that 11 kW WRIM which is from Crompton Parkinson, a UK motor 

Manufacturer. 
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Stator 415 40 22 50 735 0.8 F Over Head Crane-Long Crompton-

Rotor 155 87 Travel Motor Parkinson 

Stator 415 20.7 11 50 735 0.8 F Over Head Crane-Cross Crompton-

Rotor 95 70 Travel Motor Parkinson 

!Stator 415 90.5 53 50 735 0.8 F Over Head Crane- Crompton-

Rotor 400 80 Holding/Closing Motor Parkinson 

Stator 415 95 53 50 975 0.85 B/F FK Pump- Raw Material 

Rotor 220 155 I Transport Siemens 

Stator 3300 76 346 50 975 0.87 F Fan- Raw Material 

!Rotor l 670 1 320 I Transport Siemens 
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